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As the COVID‐19 crisis eases, at the end of April (our peak was in early April) we returned to our departments from responsibilities on the medical wards to find empty corridors and waiting rooms. Our nursing staff are still seconded to Medicine. Our 2‐week‐wait referrals and urgent dermatology consultations are being fielded from home by a shielding colleague via the Advice and Guidance platform. There is, however, a pile of new patients who have been cancelled due to the crisis, along with our own follow‐up patients. Our IT department seems to have won the Lottery; we just have to mention some piece of kit and it appears. Our desks now have two screens for each computer, a Microsoft Surface for video calls, and often our own laptops and mobile phones for those who struggle with the National Health Service (NHS) Attend Anywhere platform and have to be contacted by FaceTime. I feel I should be running a small hedge fund rather than practising dermatology. So, as we turn in these troubled times to remote clinics, contacting all those patients with cancelled appointments by phone, is this good for patients and is this good for dermatologists?

I have been a consultant in practice for 20 years. I am departmental IT lead but not a big user of social media and have recently deleted all my Facebook Friends in frustration. I have both NHS and private practices. In my private practice, my small number of patients have been contacted by my secretary and almost 'pre‐clerked' so we know what they are expecting and they know when we are calling. The patients have often sent photographs, which are now stored in their electronic patient record. Overall, the process is seamless, efficient and relatively stress‐free for all.

Unfortunately, the NHS work is different. The most recent contact that NHS new patients had was a letter cancelling their appointment, so they do not know to expect our call. Our admin staff are decimated from cuts and COVID. I have to dig deep into the Electronic Referral System to extract the patient\'s referral letter and marry them up on my two screens with any past local hospital letters and results, as well as any photographs that may have been sent to our teledermatology service. Once I am ready to contact the patient, I then run the gauntlet of getting the right telephone number and then managing to find them at home. It is surprising the number of patients who seem to be out in these stay‐at‐home times. It is less surprising the number of patients for whom we don\'t have a correct number. Some patients will not pick up the phone for fear we are telesales demons and I genuinely had one elderly patient bark at me pretending to be his dog. It was worth it for the acute embarrassment he felt when he realized who was calling.

Once we are into the call, the patients have been universally delighted and very appreciative that we are changing this way of working for them. Patients like the obvious -- they are getting a consultation now when otherwise they would be cancelled, they do not have to come to hospital with the present risk of infection and the future risk of carpark frustration and hours sitting in the doctor\'s waiting room. We do now need the patients to send their own photographs. We have put together an advice sheet for this and an NHS.net departmental referral email to send them to. We have folders of electronic advice and information sheets ready to email. With an elderly population this can be fraught with difficulty, and there are also problems from the IT side; for instance the NHS.net system doesn\'t cope well with photos and so we often have to forward these to our normal Trust account (having removed the patient identifiers) so we can access them. Many consultations are not completed and we have lists of photos we are waiting for and video consults we are going to undertake.

At 11 o\'clock, my senior colleague comes into my room like a delinquent teenager saying he is bored, and we sneak off to his larger teaching consultation room for a socially distanced coffee. We feel guilty that we are not still hard at it like some of our younger colleagues, who seem to never leave their rooms. Our backsides are moulded into the shapes of our chairs and we feel unfit, physically and mentally. This process is hard work. I didn\'t go into dermatology to do telesales and if it is all day, then in truth it is soul‐destroying. I certainly could not manage another 20 years of this. I end up tired and unfulfilled, like the difference between a session on a gym bike versus cycling in the mountains. I can only manage a session per day and even so end up going home grumpy to my home‐schooling, human interaction‐starved family.

So what is missing? We all know now the importance of direct human‐to‐human interaction as we sit in our lockdown world. Patients do too. Many of my follow‐up patients say they look forward to coming to see me in person. My new patients are more satisfied with the process, but I do worry about the 'Tescoization' of dermatology (other supermarket chains do exist). Like that peach that you can buy at Christmas that looks beautiful but never really ripens before going off, patients are led to want the quick, easy, good‐looking fix that misses the more hidden benefits such as compassion and building a doctor--patient relationship. It seems a good option for lesional work, although you will miss the 'while I am here doc' melanoma. For inflammatory work then the nuances of the consultation are more important from the nonverbal clues to the empathy and just the physical touch. That little glance of the teenage girl about to go onto Roaccutane towards her mum (or more likely dad) as you mention pregnancy tells you so much more about how seriously you need to take this worry in your pregnancy prevention programme. For follow‐ups there is role reversal, as most lesional patients, for instance melanoma follow‐ups, need to be seen in person, whereas stable patients on immunosuppressants or biologics can often be well served by a phone consultation.

So my recommendations: Lose the hidden number if your departmental telephone system has one.Get good admin staff to prepare the patients for your call, and make sure you have the details to hand that you need to be effective. Get your IT department to sort out your electronic systems to be efficient and integrated. Get enough admin staff to do those jobs you don\'t need to do.This change is not good for every patient (or every doctor) so prepare to be flexible with who comes through this system.Give yourself time; this is not quicker than seeing the patient in clinic.Give yourself support; this is hard work when you are not used to it. Ensure you have a balanced week with other activities to keep you interested and at the coalface for another 20 years.

Management and the commissioners will love this change; it ticks so many boxes for them. It definitely has a place in patient care, but I for one will be making sure that I do lots of surgery and patch‐testing, as so far they can\'t be done remotely.
